U organizaciji Elektrotehničkog fakulteta Univerziteta u Beogradu i IEEE PES Podružnice
za Srbiju i Crnu Goru održaće se workshop pod naslovom „Sustainable future power systems
and improved flexibility“ u četvrtak 09. maja 2019 godine u 16h u sali 61 Elektrotehničkog
fakulteta Univerziteta u Beogradu. Prvo predavanje je pod naslovom

Sustainable power systems – challenges of improved
flexibility
Professor dr Jovica V. Milanović,
School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
The University of Manchester, UK
Abstract: The future power/energy systems will be characterised by blurred boundaries between
transmission and distribution system, by mix of wide range of electricity generating technologies
(conventional hydro, thermal, nuclear and power electronic interfaced stochastic and intermittent
renewable generation), responsive and highly flexible, typically power electronics interfaced, demand
and storage with significant temporal and spatial uncertainty, proliferation of power electronics
(HVDC, FACTS devices and new types of load devices) and significantly higher reliance on the use
of measurement data including global (Wide Area Monitoring) signals for system identification,
characterization and control and Information and Communication Technology embedded within the
power system network and its components.
The key characteristic of such a complex system, if it is only one to be picked, would certainly be
prolifereation of power electronic devices in different shapes and forms and for different purposes.
This will increase controllability and observability of the system but may as a trade off result in
different/unexpected dynamic behaviour of the system and possibly, under some circumstances,
deterioration of some aspects of its performance. This presentation identifies some of the challenges
associated with operation and control of power systems with significant pentetration of power
electronics interfaced generation and loads and approaches to identify, model and overcome them.
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